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The aim of the paper is to investigate which psychometric tools commonly used by Polish
transport psychologists appropriately measure necessary abilities of professional drivers. According to Levis-Eva ns’ differentiation between the driver ’s performa nce and the driver’s
behavior, we explored a statistical relation between the results of tests currently used by transport psychologists, measured according to Szalma’s individual differences and safe behaviors on
roads. We examine validity of tests using data based on real professional drivers’ behavior. The
sample included 200 drivers involved in accidents and collisions, and 100 who behaved safely.
We tested external validity of chosen psychometric tools by analyzing statistically the relation
between test scores and unsafe driving behavior recorded by the police. The results show that
only few mea surements are valid for differentiation of safe and unsafe drivers. The paper
indicates the methodology to reach the prognostic value of the diagnostic tests employed by
transport psychologist.
Key words: safety behavior, external validity, transport psychology

Theoretical Background
Since the time when psychologists became
interested in road transportation, numerous
psychometric tools, including cognitive ability
tests and psychomotoric ones have been developed to diagnose individuals applying for a
driver’s license. This interest in testing these
applicants appears already in the classic
Münsterberg’s book on industrial psychology
(Münsterberg, 1913). From this analysis, however, the following question arises: which psychometric tools most appropriately measure
abilities that predict safety-related human behavior in road traffic situations?
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Szalma (2009) argues that individual differences in human factors/ergonomics should be
incorporated into research and practice. Within
traffic and transport psychology, different research approaches have attempted to explain
individual differences in risky driving behavior
and traffic accident involvement, which assumes more complex processes and such factors as: aggressive driving (Galovski, Malta, &
Blanchard, 2006; Lajunen, Parker, & Summala,
2004; Ozkan, Lajunen, & Summala, 2006), personality traits (Clare & Robertson, 2005;
Nordfjærn & Rundmo, 2013; Ozkan, Lajunen, &
Summala, 2006; Oltead & Rundmo, 2006;
Sommer et al., 2008), temperament traits
(Wontorczyk, 2011), reaction times (Summala,
2000), self-assessment (Sundström, 2008), and
the age of drivers (Ball et al., 2005; Clay et al.,
2005; Machin & Sankey, 2008; Ulleberg &
Rundmo, 2003).
The above listed empirical research studies
can be systematized according to the theoretical background developed by Levis-Evans
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(2004), who clearly distinguishes between drivers’ performance and drivers’ behavior underlying the difference between them. The behavior seems to be determined by the driver’s performance and his or her subjective estimation
of a traffic situation (e.g., road width, LevisEvans & Charlton, 2006), based also on the
driver’s motivation and risk perception (LevisEvans & Rothengatter, 2009). In our analysis
we will specify which performance factors and
personality factors will be considered as
prognostically most relevant to the driver’s
safety behavior.
The above literature shows that there is no
single perspective on the complex map of factors that determine drivers’ safety behavior but,
rather, that the factors and tests are taken separately to predict risky driving behavior. This sets
the ground for the need to seriously question
whether the tools used by transport psychologists have sufficient psychometric status in
predicting road safety behavior. Transport psychologists have been using tests that are already in practice or they have constructed new
ones, theoretically assuming that they measure
the abilities crucial for human safety behavior
on public roads (Gorbaniuk et al., 2015). Thus,
the following question can be asked: whether
such an intuitive and theoretical – constructional validity is really sufficient for predicting
drivers’ safety behavior?
The most relevant external criterion for the
efficiency of professional road drivers seems
to be the safety behavior on public roads
(McCormick & Tiffin, 1980). In spite of the objections related to employing traffic accidents
(Svansson & Hyden, 2006), we claim that the
analysis of traffic conflicts requires creating
artificial situations for drivers and that is why it
is connected with higher measurement error than
the real road traffic environment. We can begin
our reflection by considering how to define the
validity of tests that have been used by transport psychologists. In doing so, we will follow
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some critical remarks of Sartori and Pasini (2007),
who raise the issue of: how we can be sure that
psychological tests measure what they are assumed to measure?
Bertua, Anderson and Salgado (2005) show
that numerous meta-analytic studies in the USA
and Europe indicate high validity of cognitive
ability tests across different occupational
groups, where drivers were one of the tested
groups. These studies operationalize the predictive validity of tests in terms of criterionrelated-validity, where this type criterion constitutes job behavior in a standardized situation and training success. Similar research findings were reported by Sommer et al. (2008), who
aimed to discover the validity of cognitive abilities and personality traits in predicting different aspects of traffic safety (Oltedal & Rundmo,
2006). The results demonstrate the incremental
validity of selected personality measures in predicting standardized driving test performance.
However, all the studies noted above, understand the validity of the tests used by transport psychologists as a relationship between
the outcomes of the relevant test, obtained by
the drivers, or the candidates for drivers, and
their efficiency assessment in a standardized
driving test taken under experimental or training conditions (Lincoln et al., 2010). Therefore,
the considered validity of transport psychology tests, in effect, deals with standardized driving test experiments or training conditions,
which is important but not sufficient, rather than
with the criterion related to real-life safety driving on public roads which, in turn, are very different situations. Such a statement is not in accordance with the classical industrial psychology methodology, which requires comparing
test outcomes with real-life behavior in a perspective of two years (e.g., McCormick & Tiffin,
1980; Landy & Conte, 2010).
It is noted by some authors (e.g., Risser et al.,
2008; Sommer et al., 2008) that the criterion validity of traffic-psychology test batteries re-
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quires a sufficient correspondence between the
tests’ results and external measures of public
road driving behavior. The stability and generalizability of the obtained results proved to
be rather satisfying as indicated by the jackknife validation, the bootstrap validation, and
the independent validation sample. However,
there still remains a question: what kind of criterion validity of traffic-psychology test batteries can we accept as a satisfactory one?
While trying to answer this question, we assume that safety road behavior criterion such
as police recordings can differentiate the drivers who were involved in traffic events from
safe drivers and seems to be one of possible
external criterion for assessing external validity
of psychometric tests used by transport psychologists. In traffic psychology literature
traffic events are frequently divided into two
categories: traffic conflicts and accidents
(Svensson & Hyden, 2006). Two models of the
relation between traffic conflicts and accidents
are presented by Güttinger (1982; Laureshyn et
al., 2017). For the reason underlined above,
measuring traffic conflicts demands creating
standardized conditions, which creates an artificial situation for testing drivers, we focus only
on accidents.
In terms of the severity level, the accidents
are often divided into five categories: property damage only (PDO), possible injury, nonincapacitating injury, incapacitating injury, and
fatal injury (Al-Ghamdi, 2002; Kaplan & Prato,
2012) or three levels: property damage only,
injury, and fatal (Abellán et al., 2013; De
Lapparent, 2006; Zhang et al., 2013). The Highway Safety Manual (2010) provides two levels
of severity: fatal-and-injury (FI) or property
damage only (PDO). That is why in our paper
we suggest using only the two-categories:
1) collisions causing property damage only and
2) accidents including injury and fatal situations. We hypothesize that the drivers, who
have caused an accident will obtain worse re-

sults than drivers who do not have a traffic
police record.
This article aims to present, firstly, the methodology for a real measure of driving-safetybehavior on public roads, which employs traffic police records as the external validity related
criterion for the psychometric tools used by
transport psychologists, and then, secondly,
to indicate which methods proved to be valid,
according to this methodology. In our analysis
we will also incorporate the issue of external
validity as a methodological criterion for evaluating occupational safety intervention research
(Shannon, Robson, & Guastello, 1999), and also
the multidimensional approach in organizational
behavioral research proposed by Edwards
(2001).
Method
Measurements of Independent Variables
As the independent variable in our research,
we selected nine tests that are typically used
by transport psychologists in Poland to diagnose the competencies of professional road
drivers (i.e., visual perception skills, personality traits, mental abilities, locomotoric skills).
Since there are no state regulations as to which
particular psychometric tools should be used
in Poland, each traffic psychological test center is free to choose from the range of available
tests for diagnosing a profile of competences
and abilities required for drivers.
The reason behind choosing all the available
tests was to determine their differentiating explanatory power in terms of road safety behavior. For example, extraversion and neuroticism
with NEO-FFI measures and Eysenck’s Test, and
also every series of Raven’s tests were selected
because they measure similar but different abilities of analogical and inductive reasoning
(Costa & McCrae, 1992; Raven, Raven, &
Court, 2000).
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These tests were systematized into six
groups of dispositions-measuring psychometric tools as shown in Table 1. The particular tests vary in the number of scores used
as the outcomes for testing each individual.

The total number of test scores reached in
testing, using all nine tests for each individual subject, was 27. The numbers and symbols of particular test scores are listed in
Table 1.

Table 1 List of measurements used in the study
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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Name of the measurements
Visual perception accuracy tests
Stereoscopic Vision Test
Dark Room Test: vision in the dark
Dark Room Test: sensitivity to glare
Mental ability tests: Raven Progressive Matrices Test
Series A
Series B
Series C
Series D
Series E
Test Sum of all series
Attention tests: Poppelreuter Tables Test
the longest series correctly recorded any numbers
number of mistakes made in series of numbers written
total number of correctly written numbers
NEO Five Factor Inventory by P. T. Costa, R. R. McCrae (NEO-FFI)
Neuroticism (NEO-FFI NEU)
Extraversion (NEO-FFI EXT)
Openness to experience (NEO-FFI OPN)
Agreeableness (NEO-FFI AGB)
Conscientiousness (NEO-FFI CON)
Eysenck Personality Questionnaire Revised (EPQ-R)
Neuroticism (EPQ-R N)
Extraversion (EPQ-R E)
Psychoticism (EPQ-R P)
Social Desirability (EPQ-R L)
Tests of loco-motoric abilities
Reaction Time Meter: simple reaction time
Reaction Time Meter: distribution of simple reaction time
Reaction Time Meter: complex reaction time
Reaction Time Meter: distribution of complex reaction time
Reaction Time Meter: mistakes of complex reaction
The Piórkowski Apparatus for measuring complex eye-hand
coordination
Kinestezjometr Apparatus for measuring kinesthetic sensitivity and
the precise movement of the legs
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Unsafe Road Behavior Scale (URBS) – the
dependent variable
While elaborating on definitions of severity
dimensions, the authors (Laureshyn et al., 2017)
distinguish between the risk intensity of injury
(accidents) and the risk intensity of collision.
This fits the behavioral approach of our research, where we differentiate between the two
rank levels of unsafe behavior of drivers. However, for the method of our study we suggest
that it is important to treat drivers, who took
part in traffic events without injuring others but
where material damage occurred (what we call
collision), differently from those who took part
in traffic events with more serious consequences, for example, where people were injured
or even killed (in our paper this is referred to as
an accident). Moreover, we think that differentiation should also be made between drivers
who caused accidents or collisions and those
who did not cause but were involved in a road
accident or a collision.
Thus, the dependent/explained variable in
our study was the driver’s safe road behavior
in opposition to common practice with selfreported driving pattern assessment (Ozkan,
Lajunen, & Summala, 2006). This means that
we have secured external behavioral criteria,
i.e., safety level of road drivers’ behavior. Moreover, in the analyzed cases the external criteria
have an evident inter-subjectively controlled
verification due to the routine road police
analysis and classification of the drivers’ behavior records, i.e., as having caused the road
accident or collision, or being involved in circumstances related to an accident or a collision.
The drivers’ behavior is systematized in accordance with the following five-rank order
safety behavior scale: 1. A1(a), 2. A1(b), 3. A1(c),
4. A1(d), 5. A2, i.e., from the riskiest behavior
group of drivers to the group with the safest

behavior. This rank order scale assumes the
conjunction of two behavioral criteria: 1) to
cause or not to cause such traffic events, where
the driver becomes a perpetrator or a victim of
accident or a collision and 2) weight of consequences of the traffic events – killed or injured
persons (an accident), or those with only material consequences (a collision). It should also
be underlined that participants of a traffic situation might also include drivers who avoid, by
an evasive action or by a chance, an accident
or a collision in this situation.
The first rank concerning the safety road behavior scale is allocated to the drivers who
caused the accident as confirmed by the police
records [A1(a)]. These drivers caused a motor
vehicle accident in which one or more vehicles
were involved as well as other road users participating in a traffic event and some people
were injured or killed – what we call an accident. The second rank is assigned to the drivers who, according to the road police records,
caused a collision [A1(b)]. They were the perpetrators of a motor vehicle traffic event in
which one or more vehicles were involved but
nobody was killed or suffered injuries. The third
rank is assigned to the drivers who were not
the perpetrators but the victims of a road accident [A1(c)]. This means that they were not the
perpetrators but the victims of motor vehicle
accidents where someone was injured or killed.
The fourth rank is assigned to the drivers who
were also not perpetrators but victims of traffic
event where nobody was killed or suffered injuries [A1(d)]. In such cases the only consequences of the traffic event comprised material
damage. Finally, the fifth rank is assigned to the
drivers who had actually participated in the traffic event situation but avoided, by their evasive action, an accident or a collision, and as a
result did not appear in road police reports (the
control group A2). All in all the rank scale is
interpreted as the Unsafe Road Behavior Scale
(URBS).
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However, at this point one can question the
reliability and validity of the URBS scale. This
is very central to our methodology, as it has to
be stated that the URBS measures human behavior of our subjects on public roads as the
dependent variable. In fact, the reliability of the
dependent variable measurement in our study
was limited to the period of the last two years
prior to the psychological study. This is because of the Polish law, according to which professional drivers must undergo an obligatory
psychological testing every 2 years. However,
the professional drivers who participated in road
accidents are ordered by the police to pass psychological examinations irrespective of the timing of the periodic examinations. Hence the information on being the perpetrator or the victim
of a road accident is fully reliable: it is reported
via 100% of the cases in the police registers
and it is confirmed by the court in case of any
dispute over who is at fault.
Participation in traffic collisions does not require police intervention if there is only minor
material damage and the parties come to an
agreement in terms of who is responsible for
causing the damage. Such cases are not registered in police records. On the other hand, if the
material damage is large or the parties cannot
reach an agreement, then the case is recorded
by the police, and in case of any doubt it is
settled by the court. If the police intervention
concerns a collision, the driver is legally obliged
to undergo a compulsory psychological testing. Thus, all the people in our study who qualified as collision participants were actually participants in a collision confirmed by the police
information and have not caused any traffic
accident in the last two years. On the other hand,
the drivers in our control group have certainly
not caused any road accidents in the last 2
years, nevertheless, some individuals in the
control group are likely to have been involved
in a low-harm/material collision but hid this fact
from the psychologist.
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Subjects and Statistical Analyses
The tested drivers were differentiated according to the police public road “unsafe behavior”
records. The four risky groups of 50 drivers each
(200 professionals total), mentioned above, with
a history of a safety-related problem (A1a-d),
were randomly selected from the subject pool
of professional drivers sent for an obligatory
testing by their employer and included in each
group discriminated in terms of the URBS. The
recruitment of 100 subjects for the control group
(A2) is based on the periodic rudimentary psychometric diagnosis of professional drivers
employed by companies as part of the legal requirement in Poland. Transportation psychologists who were licensed to diagnose road drivers tested the participants individually in a standardized way at the Psychological Center for
Drivers in Biłgoraj (Poland).
The subjects were aged between 21 and 65.
The data concerning the number of subjects
belonging to the particular safety behavior
groups and their age descriptive statistics are
collected in Table 2.
The descriptive statistics presented in Table 2
shows that the analyzed groups of drivers in our
research project are, unfortunately, not homogenous in terms of age of the drivers. We considered age as a meaningful factor for drivers’ behavior (Feng, Li, Ci, & Zhang, 2016; Schaie, 1994;
Thompson et al., 2012). The carried out analysis
clearly showed that the compared groups of subjects are statistically significantly differentiated
(F = 3.52, p < .01, 2 = .049). Therefore, we decided to use the age of the tested drivers as a
covariant factor and employed one-way covariance analysis (1-ANCOVA aimed at answering
the following question: is belonging of the tested
drivers to a particular group of road safety behavior a statistically significant source of variance,
as far as the analyzed outcomes of the diagnostic measurements are concerned? ANCOVA ex-
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Table 2 Number of participants and their age
The groups of drivers to their
URB criterion
A1(a)
A1(b)
A1(c)
A1(d)
A2
Total

Number of
drivers
50
50
50
50
76
276

amines the influence of the independent variables
on the dependent variable (safety traffic behavior) while removing the effect of the covariate
factor (age). ANCOVA first conducts a regression
of the covariate on the dependent variable. The
residuals (the unexplained variance in the regression model) are then subject to ANOVA.
The most important factor for this study is
the difference between groups A2 and A1(a).
We used the planned contrast t-test and
Cohen’s d to analyze whether the drivers from
two opposite groups are differentiated by the
particular measurement. The result of this analysis is also supported by the accounted correlation ratio between every group located on the
rank scale and the measurements (-c).
Results
Table 3 shows the main descriptive statistics
reached by the tested drivers of the control group
and the particularly risky behavior groups (according to the traffic police records) on the psychometric tests used (as listed in Table 1).
Which psychometric tests can predict risky
behavior of drivers based on the five-point rank
order scale?
Moving on to the next stage of our analysis,
we establish the relevance between the out-

Main descriptive statistics concerning
age of the subjects
M
SD
35.84
11.66
37.72
10.68
41.44
10.21
39.50
9.35
42.21
10.73
39.61
10.76

comes of these tests and the position of the
drivers on the five-point rank order behavioral
scale, i.e. their road traffic safety record. This is
why our analysis should be extended to the
differences between the groups of drivers who
scored above risky on the behavior scale. The
one-way ANCOVA outcomes show that 11 out
of 27 considered test scores reached a statistically significant level in differentiating five
groups of drivers under consideration (see
Table 3). They are as follows: mistakes of complex reaction (F(4,295) = 4.92; p < .001;
2 = 0.068), distribution of complex reaction time
(F(4,295) = 4.21; p < .001; 2 = 0.059), and complex reaction time (F(4,295) = 4.34; p < .01;
2 = .060). All of the above mentioned test outcomes concern the Reaction Time Meter. In
terms of sight effectiveness, statistical significance indicators were reached in: sensitivity to
glare (F(4,295) = 6.23; p < .001; 2 = .085) and
vision in the dark (F(4,295) = 4.24; p < .01;
2 = .059). The other significant factors were
found in the following measures: complex eyehand coordination (F(4,295) = 4.75; p < .05;
2 = .066), the longest series of correctly remembered numbers (F(4,295) = 2.68; p < .05;
2 = .038), and resolution of figures into constituent parts (F(4,295) = 2.83; p < .05;
2 = .040).
However, the outcomes presented above require more in-depth comparative analysis of the
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mean scores of particular tests for each grade
of the rank order scale of risky road behavior of
the drivers surveyed. Figure 1 illustrates the
standardized means of the psychometric test,
which differentiated statistical significance in
ANCOVA outcomes. The drivers belonging to
the drivers’ groups differed in terms of safety
road behavior on the rank order 5-point scale.
This illustration shows that only the outcomes
of the Raven’s Progressive Matrices Test, Set E
(resolution of figures into constituent parts)

manifests a curved-line regularity, which does
not transfer into a validity measure for this test
in order to estimate the exposure to dangerous
behaviors of drivers as recorded by the traffic
police. In case of the mean results of the other
tests, we have to deal with dependencies that
can be approximated to a straight-line relationship. That is why the outcomes of the above
tests can be used to forecast drivers’ risky vs.
safe behaviors as inspected and recorded by
road police.

Figure 1 Means of test in particular groups of five-point rank scale of safety vs. risky traffic
behavior
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To what extent can some tests predict drivers’ behavior of the most fatal consequences?
The most serious threat on public roads is
drivers who cause traffic accidents that result
in injury or death. Therefore, we decided to look
for tests that are most reliable in predicting this
relationship. We have checked how far the
means in the group of drivers who caused an
accident (i.e., the highest risk group) differ from
the means of drivers who have no road police
record (i.e., the control group) (see the appropriate columns in Table 3).
The test results differentiating the most
risky drivers from the drivers who have no
road police record are as follows: Dark Room
Test (DRT): vision in the dark (t = 3.04; df = 298,
p < .001, d = .53), DRT: sensitivity to glare
(t = 3.86; p < .001, d = .68), Poppelreuter Tables
Test: the longest series of correctly written
numbers (t = -1.93; p < .05, d = .34), Agreeableness (NEO-FFI) (t = -2.20; p < .05, d = .38), Conscientiousness (NEO-FFI) (t = -1.86; p < .05,
d = .32), Neuroticism (EPQ-R) (t = 2.41; p < .001,
d = .42), Psychoticism (EPQ-R) (t = 2.45;
p < .001, d = .43), Social desirability (EPQ-R L)
(t = -3.14; p < .001, d = .55), Reaction Time
Meter: simple reaction time (t = 1.93; p < .05,
d = .34), Reaction Time Meter: distribution of
simple reaction time (t = 1.88; p < 0.05, d = .33),
Reaction Time Meter: complex reaction time
(t = 2.87; p < .001, d = .50), Reaction Time
Meter (RTM): distribution of complex reaction
time (t = 4.14; p < .001, d = .72), RTM: mistakes
of complex reaction (t = 3.62; p < .001, d = .63),
The Piórkowski Apparatus for measuring complex eye-hand coordination (t = -1.99; p < .05,
d = .35). In all of the above listed tests, the
standardized differences between means are
higher than d > .30, which demonstrates the
powerful nature of these tests.
As both criteria, i.e. position on a five-point
rank scale and the result of comparison of ex-
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treme groups, should be taken into account.
We considered only the tests the outcomes of
which were previously shown to be significant in the one-way analysis of variance. In
this case we established eight measurements:
mistakes of complex reaction, distribution of
complex reaction time, complex reaction time,
sensitivity to glare, vision in the dark, complex eye-hand coordination, the longest series
of correctly recorded random numbers, and
desirability.
Correlational approach to external validity
of psychometric tests
The final part of our analysis will be a correlational approach, which is a classic methodology employed to assess the external validity of
psychometric tests used in our research. The
dependent variable in our research is the fivepoint rank order risky vs. safety behavior scale.
The independent variables (psychometric tests)
are expressed on the appropriate cardinal scale
– we have decided to employ the Kendall’s
tau-c coefficient for our analysis since we consider it more suitable for rectangular tables. In
this analysis the test outcome of each individual
driver will be referred to the location of the subject on the five-point rank order safety behavior scale. We have noted 11 statistically significant (among 27 accounted for) but relatively
low correlations. For our validity analysis we
only accepted the correlations with p-value less
than .01.
The highest correlation -c = .18 was reached
by the score of mistakes of complex reaction
as measured by the Measure of Reaction Time.
This coefficient points to a higher indication
of mistakes of complex reactions of the tested
drivers, the more serious the consequences in
risky road behavior of the drivers. A similar
trend and strength of relationship is also
shown in the results measured by the Reaction Time Measure that deals with complex
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reaction as such. The length of complex reaction time has a positive correlation of -c = .16
with the rank order scale of the road risky
vs. safety behavior of drivers. Similarly, the
spread of the complex reaction time responses
is associated with more dangerous drivers
(-c = .15). The same is true as far as the sensitivity to glare (measured by Dark Room Test)
is concerned. Lower sensitivity to glare is
linked with the lower safety behavior of drivers.
The correlation between the level of psychoticism and neuroticism of drivers (measured by EPQ-R) and risky road behavior is
also statistically significant. Drivers with a
higher level of psychoticism and neuroticism
are more at risk of being involved in traffic
events (-c = .12).
Negative correlations are found between the
risky behavior scale of the drivers and the following psychometric tests scores: Social Desirability measured by EPQ-R (-c = .16), the
scale of Agreeableness as measured by NEOFFI (-c = .12), and the longest series of correctly recorded numbers as measured by the
Poppelreuter Table Test (-c = .11).
Discussion
This part of our paper attempts to answer the
following questions: 1) What is the post-factum external validity of the psychometric tests
used by transportation psychologists in some
countries to diagnose abilities for safe driving?
2) Which psychometric tools should be recommended in predicting drivers’ safe behavior on
public roads? 3) How far are the particular measures of the psychometric tools, used by transportation psychologists when testing drivers,
really able to predict the risky behavior of drivers as recorded by road police assessments?
And finally, 4) How can we advance the postfactum validity of diagnostic tests into their
predictive validity?

What is the post-factum external validity of
psychometric tests in road behavior?
In order to be more precise in our forecasting
we should point out the object of predicting. In
our analysis we considered two kinds of forecasting based on particular test outcomes:
1) The one that most contrasts the two risky
behavior groups of drivers, and 2) forecasting
the five-rank order risky behavior groups.
Considering forecasting the most contrasting of the two risky behavior groups of drivers,
14 out of 27 tests used by transportation psychologist have been found to be valuable predictors of one’s driving behavior, which could
be registered (or not) in road police records of
accidents with death or injury consequences.
Analyzing the forecasting of the five-rank-order drivers’ risky behavior informs us that in 11
out of 27 scores, the measure has the particular
ability of discriminating risky behavior among
drivers. It means that when a driver attains a
higher score (or lower score in some measures),
it allows us to state that this driver will get (or
has already received) a road police record, placing him in the higher rank order position of the
risky behavior scale, in contrast to the driver
who reached a much lower score in the test.
However, the analysis of results illustrated in
Figure 1 allows us to state that only one score
(i.e., the Raven’s Progressive Matrices Test, Set
E) does not manifest dependencies that can be
approximated to straight-line relationships. This
means that the outcomes of the other eight tests
can be used to predict drivers’ risky behaviors
as inspected and recorded by road police.
Which psychometric tests should be chosen
for psychological predicting?
The above presented discussion allows us
to conclude that all of the psychological tests
used by transportation psychologists have
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some theoretical validity or implicit rationality
based on practical psychological experience.
However, our research and, particularly, employing the five-point rank scale of drivers’ risky
behavior founded on road police records, gives
us the possibility to indicate some psychometric tests, which could be recommended for use
by transportation psychologists. The proposed
conjunctive criterion for such recommendation
is a level of statistical significance not lower
than of p < .01, to underline reliability, concerning: 1) one-way ANCOVA in differentiating the
particular measure outcomes of the tested drivers in accordance with their five-point safe behavior scale, and 2) level of -c correlation coefficient between the test outcomes of the individual drivers that participated in the research
and the rank of the risky behavior scale of these
drivers, i.e. our URBS.
According to these criteria the following four
tests would be recommended for use in transportation psychology practice (see Table 4):
1) Dark Room Test – vision in the dark, 2) The
Poppelreuter Tables Test – the longest series
of correctly recorded numbers, 3) Reaction Time
Meter – complex reaction time, and 4) Eysenck’s
Personality Questionnaire Revised (EPQ-R) –
measuring Social Desirability (EPQ-R, L).
The first two tests belong to psychometric
tools that measure cognitive abilities (and, particularly visual perception accuracy abilities)

and attention required in safe road behavior.
The most predictive factor of drivers’ safe behavior appeared to be the scores of tests measuring abilities such as sensitivity to glare in
darkness and the score of the longest series of
correctly recorded numbers.
The third recommended test-score of high
post-factum external validity belongs to the tests
measuring the loco-motoric abilities of drivers.
Among these tests, the most valid one was
found in the scores of RTM, and in the scores
of the complex reaction time: higher level of
these scores is required for safe behavior while
driving. Thus, we finally decided to choose the
measure of failure of complex reaction time for
predicting safe behavior because the interpretation of its test score seems to be the most
predictable indicator of safe behavior of drivers.
The fourth recommended test-score of high
post-factum external validity is the Social Desirability scale score (L) of the EPQ-R with high
level increasing safe behavior of drivers on
public roads.
Is post-factum (i.e., ex-post) external validity
a stage towards predictive validity?
We have to realize the fact that the above
discussed external validity analysis reflects
only the methodology used for stating the pre-

Table 4 Tests recommended for use in transportation psychology practice
No
3
8
21
24
25
26
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Name of diagnostic measurement
Visual perception accuracy tests
Dark Room Test: sensitivity to glare
Mental ability tests: Raven Progressive Matrices Test Series E
Eysenck Personality Questionnaire Revised (EPQ-R)
Social Desirablity (EPQ-R L)
Tests of loco-motoric abilities
Reaction Time Meter: complex reaction time
Reaction Time Meter: distribution of complex reaction time
Reaction Time Meter: mistakes of complex reaction
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dictive validity of diagnostic tests for drivers
(called as post-factum or ex-post validation).
The starting point of this methodology is to
interpret the severity of unsafe drivers’ behavior in terms of their intensity impact on a public
road situation. We are proposing to measure
this intensity impact on the rank order scale,
which has been operationalized above as URBS.
Therefore, the DT-UB correlation can be interpreted as an ex-post (or post-factum) unsafe
road behavior validation of the diagnostic test
for drivers. However, it can be considered as a
natural methodological and psychometric stage
to reach the prognostic value of these tests. In
order to determine the prognostic validity of
the employed diagnostic tests, the required step
should involve assessing the same drivers in
terms of their URBS at least two years after their
psychometric testing day conducted by a transportation psychologist.
Research Limitation and Future Research
Directions
In the following research, only accidents and
collisions were taken into consideration, although traffic accidents are very rear events
and also very complicated. Since Hyden (1987),
the so called phenomenon of “Safety Pyramid”
has been known with its base of undisturbed
passages, which are very safe and occur most
of the time. The very top of the pyramid consists of the most severe events such as fatal or
serious injury accidents. Svensson (1990) explores more explicitly the top of Hyden’s pyramid in terms of the “severity diamond’s” model.
Moreover, it should also be underlined that
among participants of any road situation there
might also be drivers who avoid, by an evasive
action or by chance, an accident or a collision
in a given situation.
Measuring the dependent variable in our research has some other limitations as well. Firstly,
the established correlations of safe behavior

on the roads measured by the dependent variable refer to the period preceding 2 years prior
to the psychological testing. It is possible that
respondents participated in more serious accidents or traffic collisions in the period beforehand. Secondly, some people in the control
group in the past 2 years might have participated in less serious road traffic accidents and
have not reported this to either the psychologist or the employer.
The number of subjects is not high, but collecting even such a number was difficult bearing in mind a wide range of measurements used
in the analysis. It is a common practice to use
only few of them in a diagnosis. Future research
could take into account extending the number
of subjects, especially those tested in many different Psychological Centers for Drivers.
Another limitation pertains to the measurements, which are only used in Poland. Future
research would benefit from involving the international battery of tests used in the field of
testing drivers, e.g., the Vienna Test System,
which would provide an international sample.
Generally, transportation psychology authors
recommend a particular diagnostic test or test
battery to diagnose abilities for safe road performance. Research is conducted on personality traits (Nordfjærn & Rundmo, 2013; Ozkan et
al., 2006; Oltead & Rundmo, 2006; Sommer et
al., 2008), self-assessment (Sundström, 2008),
temperament traits (Wontorczyk, 2011), and
cognitive abilities (Bertua et al., 2005).
The uniqueness of our recommendation is
that we based our analysis on the whole spectrum of psychometric tools, which are used
by transportation psychologists in Poland
(Gorbaniuk et al., 2015) and the external criterion is drivers’ real behavior.
This research diagnosed the kind of abilities,
skills and other competences profiles of tested
drivers are of good enough prognostic value
for predicting real life drivers’ safe behavior on
public roads, measured via URBS recorded by
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road police. Of course, each test employed in
our research is based on the defined theoretical
background concerning human potentialities for
behavior in the defined situation (cognitive
abilities: accuracy of visual perception, mental
ability, attention skills, personality traits, locomotoric abilities). The recommended tests for
drivers belong to the above mentioned three
groups of tools measuring the abilities, skills
and competencies for safe performance on
roads.
Conclusions
In the following research, the relationship
between driving performance (psychometric
measurements) and driver’s behavior (police
evidence) was tested. The external behavior in
our analysis was the real-life drivers’ risky behavior as assessed and documented by road
police in their records. The obtained results
suggest that the use of transportation psychology psychometric tests in diagnosing professional drivers has a theoretically and empirically justified validity. Our study allows us to
recommend four measurements for transportation psychologists, which explain drivers’ safe
behavior on public roads: 1) sensitivity to glare
in darkness, 2) attention, 3) failures in complex
reaction time, and 4) social desirability as a personality characteristic. The presented research
can be considered as an important stage to
reach the prognostic value of these measurements.
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